How about carrying entire office in your pocket? How about using your PLM information right
on manufacturing site and edit information in real time? How about making most advanced,
open source enterprise PLM solution, even more advanced?
The most advanced enterprise PLM, Aras has finally transformed dreams into reality. The open
source PLM is now available to be used on Mobile devices, so no licensing fees for Aras, with
Mobile reach will add new dimension to your business, more over access to information in real
time will help in increasing the quality, performance, efficiency and customer satisfaction.
You can now not just monitor the Aras, but you can also make edit/ change/ upload to the Aras,
using your handheld devices, that too on the move. Now no need for the office to sit and work,
you can actually use these data at the sites and can manage information within your device.
We promote open source Aras, and this a major step taken by Porchys to encourage open source
PLM, with more advanced features. This is the revolutionary move in the archaic style of project
management, as initially the entire framework was based on legacy system, and disadvantage is
you can manage the information at PLM on your desktop machines or check work at
manufacturing location, one at a time. Mobile PLM will allow you the manage information in
real time, on the go, you can check with the Aras’s scheduling, estimation reports, milestone
scheduling, adding project specification, etc etc, list lasts very long with some of the unique
features adding more user benefits to the current web system.
Our research and development team have identified new verticals which can be useful, some of
them are even crucial for delivering quality product, in the current enterprise PLM system, which
will prove to be more beneficial in terms of delivery, accuracy, productivity and customer
satisfaction in design, Manufacturing, Designing, Engineering Services, Aerospace, Defense,
Automotive, Power, Biotech, Medical, you name it we have the solutions for it. We have custom
solution available based upon your industrial requirement.
So, still wondering? Click here to check out the Revolution!
Please contact us to know, a better solution for your industry's PLM need.
We will always love to hear from you, about your experience to help us make this solution,
Best.
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